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SAVIGNON BLANC
Pairs well with fish, chicken, pastas and salads 

VAN LOVEREN   135
A Fruit-driven dry white. With a fragrant tropical style with attractive gooseberry

and fig character.
This hugely popular Sauvignon Blanc has a great tropical grassy character. It is an

aromatic and full- bodied wine with hints of melon & figs on the palate, robust
character and an elegant, tropical lingering finish.

MCGREGOR   140
This year’s vintage shows strong cultivar characters, green notes of grass,

asparagus and green pepper, with a hint of tropical flavour. The flavours caries
through on the pallet with a lingering after taste.

LORDS   180
Aromas of kiwi fruit and green fig are prominent on the nose,

The palate is crisp and refreshing with concentrated full ripe fruit and good
minerality.

CHARDONNAY
Most versatile, enjoy with any of our bistro meals 

MCGREGOR   140
The 2022 vintage shows strong lime and white stone fruit notes on the nose. The

wine is medium bodied and unwooded.

ZANDVLIET   190
The nose express flavours of lime, nectarine, passion fruit and peach with hints of
butterscotch. These flavours follow through onto a harmonious balanced palate

that lingers on the aftertaste.
Enjoy this rich wine, well chilled with fine dining. This is a very versatile wine.



CHENIN
Pairs well with with our salads, chicken, pork belly and 

prawn curry 

VAN LOVEREN   135
A Fruit-driven dry white.

A highly aromatic wine with full mouthfeel and distinct tropical flavours. The well-
rounded palate ends in a crisp, dry finish. Enjoy chilled with lightly spiced dishes,
chicken, smoked salmon, creamy pasta dishes, gourmet burgers or white meats

BEMIND   180
A miniral, dry white wine with fresh pear and white peach notes on the palate. The

crisp and zesty acidity leads to a green melon lingering aftertaste.

WATERSHED - LETTERS   295
An invigorating and uplifting Chenin Blanc lightly threaded with notes of white

peach and tropical honeyed fruit. Enough crisp complexity to make each sip fresh
and honest. Embodying the joy of communication between lovers.

COLOMBAR
Pairs well with our fish, chicken and prawn curry 

MCGREGOR   140
Lovely fresh guava and fruit flavors from this green tinted, off-dry wine. The balance
of fruit acid and sweetness brings out the flavors in harmony to create a refreshing

easy drinking wine.

 
TANAGRA   265

A dry and elegant Colombard, grown from a 25-year old Single Vineyard.
White peach, honey dew melon, vanilla and subtle oak. Fresh and crisp but with the

added layer of well integrated barrel fermentation.



MERLOT
Pairs well with our pork belly, chicken, lamb, salads and

pastas 

WOLFKLOOF  180
Well balanced with ripe youngberry on the nose and lots of fruit on the palate.

PINOT NOIR
Pairs well with our pork belly, chicken, bitterbollen and

pasta

MCGREGOR   140
A “single clone” Pinot noir. It is a medium bodied, red fruit forward and very

approachable already. This is the first limited release Pinot Noir bottling. A tribute
to their winemaker, Elmo du Plessis

CABERNET SAUVIGNON
Pairs best with our steaks, lamb, burgers and pastas

 
VAN LOVEREN   145

Soft plum and ripe summer berry flavours on the nose and palate followed by a
round finish.A blockbuster! Beautifully weighted, with flavours of soft blackcurrant,

steamed prunes and blackberry on the palate and a full-bodied finish.

BEMIND   270
Distinct mintiness on the nose, with spicy fresh black- currant on the palate.

Lingering dark chocolate mint leaving in a smooth aftertaste.



SHIRAZ
Pairs well with our red meat dishes, especially our lamb

cutlets and our ruby salad.

MCGREGOR    140
This wine has a bright red colour. Medium intense flavours with complementary berry,
black pepper and spicy vanilla from the wood maturation. The palate is in harmony
with the bouquet and carried sweet soft tannins.After malolactic fermentation a 8

months French oak-maturation period followed prior to bottling.

LORDS    180
Oak matured to produce a silky velvet mouth feel with a slight spicy feeling on the

swallow. Distinctive pepper tones with berry flavours balanced with detectable
tannins.

LORDS THREE BARREL 2018    350
An intense purple colour, with white pepper and ripe plum on the nose. This voluptuous
wine ends with rich dark chocolate and smokey flavours that linger on the aftertaste.
Three years in new French oak barrels has developed a well balanced and elegant

wine.

CINSAULT
Pairs well with chicken, prawn curry, lamb chops and pastas 

BEMIND    250
A fun yet complexed wine. Bursting with cherry and raspberry flavourson the nose,

followed by layers of candy apple and earthy spices on the palate. 



RED BLENDS

MCGREGOR - CAB SAV MERLOT     140
A harmonious blend of these two noble cultivars give ripe berries flavour with

undertones of mint. On the aftertaste the sweet berries and mint complimented the
soft tannins and berry flavour. Lightly wooded for plus/minus 3 months.

DE KAAP EDEL ROUGE - CAB SAV MALBEX CAB FRANC    220
this boutique wine has a Nose Red fruits, sweet cherries

Elegant, with a well balanced tannin structure
Matured for 10 months in Neutral French Oak Barrels

TANAGRA HEAVENLY CHAOS    265
A smooth Merlot-led blend, with the Cabernet Franc adding a slightly spicy edge to
the Merlot's soft tannin.The composition of this delicious blend changes with every

vintage - hence the name 'Heavenly Chaos.Natural yeast and whole berry
fermentation. Matured in neutral French oak. Great ageing potential.

Vinified with minimal interference, sediment may occur.

BUBBLES

LORDS MCC BRUT MÉTHODE CAP CLASSIQE     340
This MCC Brut is produced from Chardonnay and Pinot Noir grapes. This well

balanced Méthode Cap Classique is full bodied on the palate.



ROSÉ
Pairs well with our bitterollen, line fish, pastas

vegetarian meals and salads
VAN LOVEREN  CHARDONNAY PINOT NOIR    135

A medium dry and elegant blend  of Chardonnay and Pinot noir that shows upfront
lime on the nose with subtle undertones of strawberry. The gentle finish lingers

forever.

MCGREGOR BLUSHING BRIDE    135
With a combination of romantic folklore, South African pride and sheer

gorgeousness, this wine has it all – from fresh cherries and candy floss on the nose,
to a clean and fruity finish.

After fermentation the wine underwent 4 – 5 months ageing on the lees, after which
it was racked before preparing for bottling.

WOLFKLOOF WHITE MERLOT    180
Nose: Strawberries, Candyfloss.

Pallet: Candyfloss, Strawberries, low on acidity, great summer wine for drinking and
dining on the patio.

LORDS PINOT NOIR / ROSE    160
This elegant pink wine, with its lingering aromas of cherries, is bursting with

tantalizing flavour from the Pinot Noir grape.



 

DARLING BREW MICRO BREWERY
SLOW BEER LAGER ON TAP
JUST BEER LAGER ON TAP
BONE CRUSHER WIT BEER 330ML
WARLORD IPA 9%
JUST NAKED 0%

CASTLE LIGHT
BLACK LABEL
WINDHOEK LAGER
WINDHOEK DRAFT
HEINEKEN 0% ALC
SAVANNA DRY
SAVANNA  LEMON 0% ALC
HUNTERS DRY
CORONA 

48
48
48
58
39

30
30
35
40
35
40
40
30
37

SPARKLING WATER 1L
SPARKLING / STILL WATER 330ML
APPLETISER / GRAPETISER 300ML
COKE / COKE ZERO 300ML
GINGERALE / LEMONADE / TONIC
200ML
 

38
20
30
28
22

soft drinks

beers + ciders 
GIN
SIX DOGS 
BLUE / HONEY + LIME / KAROO
GORDONS

WHISKY
VAT 69
BELLS
JAMESONS
BAINS
GLENLIVET 12 YO SINGLE MALT

VODKA
SMIRNOFF

BRANDY
KLIPDRIFT
OLYFBERG

LIQUER / DIGESTIVE
JOSÉ QUERVO TEQUILA
JAGERMEISTER
KAHLUA
FRANGELICO
AMARULA
TANAGRA ORANGE LIQUEUR
TANAGRA GRAPPA

35
20

20
25
30
30
50

20

20
20

25
25
30
25
20
30
30

spirits
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